
 



 Keeping client information secure is paramount. Secure Messaging 

with end-to-end encryption protects sensitive and confidential data, 

including Tax returns and W-2 forms, Driver licenses and other IDs, 

Pay stubs, Confidential credit-report information, Recent bills and 

Banking statements.  

 Control who has access to the app. Central User Management allows 

administrators to determine user access to the platform. Admins 

can also remotely wipe information from within the app in the case a 

device is lost or stolen.  

 Share photos, videos and files securely. Instant communication 

that does not compromise security.  

 Message Delivery Confirmation lets you know when messages are 

delivered and read, keeping everyone in the loop. 

 Group Chat lets users notify colleagues or partners in real-time 

about important updates, ideal for corporate communication with 

franchise partners or legal teams. Users can switch seamlessly 

between mobile and desktop versions of the service, so that users on 

the go or in the office can communicate in real-time.  

 Comply with industry regulations and internal compliance 

protocols. All messages are archived and logged, and can be 

reviewed for auditing purposes.  

 Full-two way SMS, text, voice & fax messaging within one 

platform.  

 Real Estate Agents can keep prospective buyers and franchise 

partners up to date, whether a new property just became 

available on the market and include pictures & an MLS listing link. 

 Real estate agents can use SMS to reduce the number of no-shows 

by sending out appointment reminders. 

  Mortgage Brokers can update applicants on the status of their loan 

application, and send applicants the necessary documentation for 

next steps.  

 The solution enables text messaging from any application, website or 

system via our APIs. Integrate your CMS or Electronic Filing System to 

easily communicate with customers and clients.    

 Email to SMS or Outlook to SMS allows you to send text messages 

directly from your email client, and receive replies straight to your 

inbox, streamlining communication channels.  

 


